I. MINUTES
   1. Approval of Directors’ Minutes from October 18th, 2021

II. ADJUSTMENTS TO AGENDA

III. CITY CLERK

IV. MAYOR’S OFFICE

V. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE
   1. None

VI. BOARDS/COMMITTEE/COMMISSION REPORTS

VII. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
   1. Raleigh, NC, George Wolf
   2. WethePeople Intel Briefing…Robert Borer
   3. Time Sensitive – Robert Borer
   4. Malone Hawley Neighborhood project development – Carol
   5. PBA – Mark Bell
   6. (No subject) – Thomas Christie
   7. Mask Mandate extension - Bryce Gillett
   8. An Open Letter…Senator Aguilar’s Constituents Deserve Better
   9. Concern about proposed development in Malone Hawley neighborhood – Sallie Dietrich
   10. Zoning change in Malone/Hawley neighborhood – Cathy Patterson
   11. Proposed Antelope Creek Park/Malone Hawley Apartments - Carra McClelland
   12. Zoning Change – Thia Hartley
   14. Antelope Project - S Amanda Gershon
   15. Housing project – G Steven Ferris
   16. Proposed zoning change in Malone neighborhood – Christina Branter
   17. Reject Zoning Change in Malone-Hawley Neighborhood – Thomas Beckmann
   18. Zoning Development – Abbi Swatsworth
   19. Claim against city re sidewalk – Alice Miller
   20. Further Progress – George Wolf
   21. Dear council, - Mary Pipher

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
Dear Mayor Gaylor Baird and Members of the City Council:

Further progress in North Carolina’s capital city:


George Wolf, for Fairness Lincoln
JaMEL E. WAYS

From: Robert Borer <robertjborer@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2021 5:49 PM
To: WethePeople@hateevil.org; Council Packet; Mayor; kathy.danek@lps.org; connie.duncan@lps.org; annie.mumgaard@lps.org; lanny.boswell@lps.org; bob.rauner@lps.org; Don Mayhew; sjoe@lps.org; Russ Uhing; Commnish; Health; Scott E. Holmes; Pat D. Lopez; Pat D. Lopez; jamesmichaelbowers@gmail.com; kgarcia@lpden.com; Sean H. Flowerday; stephanie@bulugroup.com; Jasmine.tollette@gmail.com; jdloy@unl.edu; applejx1955@yahoo.com; Jackie.miller@nebraska.gov; tom@gncclincoln.org; Jenifer T. Holloway; Adelle L. Burk; raguilar@leg.ne.gov; Carol Blood; ebostar@leg.ne.gov; tbrandt@leg.ne.gov; John Cavanaugh; mcavanaugh@leg.ne.gov; jday@leg.ne.gov; wdeboer@leg.ne.gov; mdorn@leg.ne.gov; mflood@leg.ne.gov; cfriesen@leg.ne.gov; ttragert@leg.ne.gov; mhansen@leg.ne.gov; rhilkemann@leg.ne.gov; Dan Hughes; Megan Hunt; mkolterman@leg.ne.gov; slathrop@leg.ne.gov; jmccollister@leg.ne.gov; mmcdonnell@leg.ne.gov; tmckinney@leg.ne.gov; Adam Morfeld; rphaul@leg.ne.gov; ppansingbrooks@leg.ne.gov; jstinner@leg.ne.gov; tvargas@leg.ne.gov; lwalf@leg.ne.gov; jwayne@leg.ne.gov; mwilliams@leg.ne.gov; awishart@leg.ne.gov; Joni Albrecht; jarch@leg.ne.gov; bboostelman@leg.ne.gov; Tom Brewer; tbirose@leg.ne.gov; Robert Clements; Steve Erdman; sgeist@leg.ne.gov; Mike Groene; shalloran@leg.ne.gov; bhansen@leg.ne.gov; Mike Hilgers; blindstrom@leg.ne.gov; ilinehan@leg.ne.gov; jlowe@leg.ne.gov; mmoser@leg.ne.gov; dmurman@leg.ne.gov; jslama@leg.ne.gov; djp1977@nebraska.gov; robert.evnen@nebraska.gov; pete.ricketts@nebraska.gov; sos.elect@nebraska.gov

Subject: WethePeople Intel Briefing...Squishy Senators like Kolterman, Pandemic Inconsistencies, Suppressed Therapies (IVM is winning) and more

Friends (bcc'd):

First up. Squishy Senators. (...and their irrational resistance to a call by We the People for a special session to prohibit employers and government entities from requiring experimental, liability-free "vaccines")

We'll use Kolterman as a case-in-point:

Kolterman: "The first reason why I did not sign onto the call to conduct a special session is the federal COVID-19 mandates have yet to be enacted..."

We the People: Ah...Kolterman likes being reactive rather than proactive. Or maybe he has a vacation planned?

Kolterman: "The second reason I have not signed onto this call is I have concerns about the constitutionality of such a proposal. Based upon legal precedent, OSHA has authority to institute standards to help mitigate the spread of COVID-19. If the Nebraska Legislature were to enact a law that contradicts what essentially is a federal mandate, our state's law would be nullified due to the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution."

We the People: Nonsense. There is no "supremacy clause" in the US Constitution related to "vaccines." Quite to the contrary, We the People have the Tenth Amendment. Nevermind our God-given, inherent and inalienable rights to life, liberty, happiness (the pursuit thereof), private property, assembly, due process, equal protection and security in our persons. "[S]uch rights shall not be denied or infringed by the state or any subdivision thereof."

Kolterman: "Additionally, while I do not personally support forced COVID-19 vaccinations, I do not believe the heavy hand of government should interfere in the free-market system to prohibit employers from doing what they believe is
best for their individual company."

**We the People:** This is where the term squishy really comes to life. He says he does not *personally* support forced vaccination. Why would he not personally support forced vaccination? Does he think there’s something wrong with it?? He says he doesn’t believe in the heavy hand of government. **Then act!** How is forcing all businesses over a certain size to mandate "vaccines" on their employees...NOT "the heavy hand of government"?????? Moreover, how is this "free-market"? Further yet, how is the arbitrary number of 100 employees in any way rational? Why not 99? How is *any* arbitrary number in any way rational??

There are really two issues here. Government mandates and employer mandates. Neither one can lawfully mandate an experimental "vaccine." And neither one can morally/lawfully mandate a medical product the manufacturer of which has total immunity from liability for damage caused by said product.

Kolterman needs to grow some cojones, take a public position that is consistent with his personal one, put his vacation on hold and use his bully pulpit to serve the needs of We the People. We the People are not guinea pigs. Nullify all so-called laws that are opposed to our U.S. and State Constitutions, like your oath requires you to do.

Here’s a good site on "vaccine" lawfare: [https://www.vaccinelawfare.com/](https://www.vaccinelawfare.com/)
Lawfare definition: [https://www.vaccinelawfare.com/links](https://www.vaccinelawfare.com/links)

-------------------------------------

**Next up. Pandemic Inconsistencies.**

1) Why do senators (aka, employees of We the People) who *support forced vaccination not require their own staff members to get vaccinated?* (*anyone who isn’t opposed to forced vaccination necessarily supports it*)

2) City employees exist to interact with and serve the public. If the "vaccine" is required in order to *safely* interact with and serve the public, why aren’t Lincoln city employees required to get it?
If city employees aren’t required, why are private sector employees required?

3) Assume with me, for the sake of argument, that we’re in a great deadly worldwide pandemic, caused by novel deadly contagious flying boogeymen.
Wouldn’t such a pandemic necessarily have lots of medical emergencies and deaths?
Who do you think would be most at risk of contracting the deadly disease caused by said contagion?
Wouldn’t it be those who are exposed to it the most?
Wouldn’t it necessarily be the medical personnel working these emergencies (given the narrow, State-sanctioned, monopolistic model of "healthcare" we embrace)?
In other words, wouldn’t it be ambulance personnel, ER personnel and ICU personnel?? (Personnel who, by the way, cannot be forced to quarantine—like your kids are forced to do—after close contact with "cases," because we would run out of medical staff? Hmm.)
How many personnel do you suppose have died from these repeated "exposures" in Lincoln, NE since the pandemic started?
How many, I ask?
Have you heard of even one?

**Why aren’t providers dying? Why aren’t they even getting sick, in mass numbers?**
After all, there is no FDA-approved PPE (personal protective equipment) against "covid." There is only normal PPE.

4) Why is everyone dying in hospitals and long term care facilities, and no one dying at home or in the streets? Is something nefarious going on in our hospitals? What is the third leading cause of death? Iatrogenesis?

5) Why do millions of us remain symptom-free after 20ish months of taking no precautions, no pharmaceuticals and socializing face-to-face with more people than we ever did before the "pandemic" (not just because we really enjoy it in the midst of corrupt "public health" and dehumanizing face-diapers, but because we want to prove a point)?

-------------------------------------

**Next up. Suppression of Effective Therapeutics/Cures (the effectiveness of which makes experimental**
emergency-use products illegal, the astronomical/psychopathic profits of corrupt big pharma null and void, and the intended global financial and population reset impossible).

1) ***BREAKING SCANDAL*** FACT: Between 100-200 members of Congress and their families & staffers have been treated with IVM & our I-MASK+ protocol for COVID. NO hospitalizations. Not one of them reported that to the people. Saved themselves & stayed silent as IVM was torched. -Frontline Covid-19 Critical Care
https://twitter.com/Covid19Critical/status/1446460263092326437?s=20

2) Fun fact (somewhat of a repeat): Between 100-200 United States Congress Members (plus many of their staffers & family members) with COVID...were treated by a colleague over the past 15 months with ivermectin & the I-MASK+ protocol at http://flcnc.net. None have gone to hospital. Just sayin' -Pierre Kory, MD MPA
https://twitter.com/PierreKory/status/1446312291302055940

3) The following article shows the U.S outperformed the U.K and Australia in controlling summer *Delta Surge with the use of IVM... this despite CDC/FDA unleashing #pharmageddon on IVM in August.. U.S doc's held fast, stuck to their guns, and are ending the surge. Go Docs! -Pierre Kory, MD
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/freedom-and-ivermectin-prevail/article_05d8061e-3035-11ec-bf8e-2b94d8993caf.html

Senate Testimony (short) by Kory:
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/videos/dr-pierre-kory-us-senate-hearing-ivermectin-is-100-cure-for-covid-19/

4) Follow Pierre Kory, MD MPA on Twitter and Telegram. Links below.
https://twitter.com/PierreKory?s=20
https://t.me/PierreKory
https://t.me/PierreKoryFLCCOfficial

5) Ivermectin is available locally. It's an anti-inflammatory and anti-parasitic. Be sure to listen to the Senate testimony above. (Face diapers, by the way, disrupt the balance of microbes and increase toxicity in your body. Stop wearing them. Lopez has no authority to tell a healthy person what kind of medical decisions they should make. She can't even make good health decisions for herself.)

*So-called "covid" is nothing more than normal respiratory illness (per the CDC and FDA) that has been rebranded/hijacked and made worse by gross fear-mongering, face diapers, too much fearful, indoor, sedentary living, a toxic diet made more toxic and novel (harmful) medical protocols.

-----------------------------

Next Up. Great Sources of Info

How is the Davos World Economic Forum involved in the coronavirus pandemic?

2) The pseudo-science and illogic of virologists in layman's language:
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/why-you-can-039-t-catch-a-virus_yaIkEBSS5wFSpw3.html

3) Resistance is NOT futile. Resistance is EVERYTHING:
https://youtu.be/6VFj0BJt7Y
https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-a-colluder-stop-enabling

4) Follow Alec Zeck on Twitter and Telegram:
https://twitter.com/Alec_Zeck?s=20
https://t.me/TheWayFwrd

5) An example of the regenerative power of the human body:
https://youtu.be/vOvN50rFhtI
Enjoy! The tyrants are losing and will face justice.

Bob